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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The global prevalence of obesity is increasing and is closely related to the development

of extradigestive complications such as cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes mellitus,

and NAFLD. The nutritional intervention is clinically important as a

non-pharmacological treatment strategy. By modifying the dietary structure and

providing appropriate nutrients, nutritional interventions can help with managing

weight, controlling the risk of associated diseases, and reducing the occurrence of

extradigestive complications. In this study, the authors to investigate the effect of

nutritional interventions on extradigestive complications in patients with obesity and the

mechanisms underlying this effect. The study is overall very well designed and the

findings are interesting. Minor comments: 1. The manuscript requires a minor editing. 2.

In the “2.5 Data analysis”, the authors should indicate the P<0.05 is considered as

significant difference. 3. The limit of the study should be discussed.

Reply to Reviewer 1
1.Thank you for your feedback. We will carefully review the manuscript and make the
necessary edits to improve its clarity and readability.
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2.We appreciate your suggestion. In the "2.5 Data analysis" section, we will explicitly
state that a significance level of P<0.05 is considered statistically significant.
3.You rightly pointed out the need to discuss the limitations of the study. In the revised
manuscript, we will include a section dedicated to discussing the limitations, such as
sample size, potential confounders, or generalizability of the findings. This will provide
a comprehensive view of the study's scope and potential implications.

Thank you for your valuable comments, and we will incorporate these suggestions
into the revised manuscript.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is an interesting study of the effects and mechanisms of nutritional interventions on

extradigestive complications in obese patients. The manuscript is well written. The

methods are described in detail, and results are well display. After a minor editing, it can

be accepted for publication.

Reply to Reviewer 2

Thank you for your positive feedback. We appreciate your comments on the

manuscript's quality and presentation. We will address the minor editing issues to

improve the manuscript further. We are glad that you consider the study to be

interesting and well-written, and we hope that it will contribute to the field. Thank you

for considering our manuscript for publication.
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